Gallesi – Welsh – Cymry
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3 risposte a *Gallesi – Welsh – Cymry*

**live femdom** ha detto:
16/12/2013 alle 11:03 AM

Thanks for sharing your thoughts on femdom. Regards

Rispondi

**http://360battles.com/** ha detto:
21/12/2013 alle 7:33 PM

Have you ever considered about adding a little bit more than just your articles? I mean, what you say is fundamental and all. Nevertheless just imagine if you added some great pictures or video clips to give your posts more, “pop”!
Your content is excellent but with images and video clips, this website could undeniably be one of the most beneficial in its
The two words Cymru "Wales" and Cymry "the Welsh", "Welsh people" are pronounced in exactly the same way, which I will now describe. The first syllable almost sounds like the English word "come" but the vowel is a bit higher (technical phonetic term). In other words, the vowel in "Cym-" sounds rather like the last syllable in "AmeriCA". The country of Wales (or Cymru in the Welsh language) did not exist as a concept until the unconquered British were eventually hemmed into the westernmost regions of the country by the invading Angles, Jutes, and Saxons. The fall of the West Midland territory of Pengwern in AD 656 moved the Brito-Welsh border to something approximating its current location, albeit further to the east. From this point Wales (Welsh: Cymru [ˈkəmri] (listen)) is a country that is part of the United Kingdom and the island of Great Britain. It is bordered by England to the east, the Irish Sea to the north and west, and the Bristol Channel to the south. It had a population in 2011 of 3,063,456 and has a total area of 20,779 km² (8,023 sq mi). Wales has over 1,680 miles (2,700 km) of coastline and is largely mountainous, with its higher peaks in the north and central areas, including Snowdon (Yr Wyddfa), its highest field.

Excellent blog!